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1. Ms. Tipsi, aged 33, a domicile of Britain, got married to a Mr. Jackson, aged 18 French 

national. Marriage was performed in London. Later on Mr. Jackson under the pressure 

of his mom, filed petition for nullity of marriage in the French court. French court 

held, according to French law, being less than 25 years in age, Mr. Jackson could 

acquire the capacity to get married only after parental permission. On this ground 

French court annulled the marriage. But marriage was never formally annulled in 

England, where it was performed. Ms. Tipsy later on got married to Mr. Regis Bismuth 

in England. After two years, Mr. Bismuth filed a petition of annulment of marriage in 

English court on the grounds of bigamy on the part of Ms. Tipsy.  

20  

a. Write rules regarding characterization and characterize the present case problem.  
10 CO1 

Ans.  
  

b. If  you are asked to decide the case as a judge whether you will apply doctrine of renvoi  

in the present case. If yes then whether single or double renvoi will be applied and if 

no so on what grounds the case can be decided so that justice is served to the parties. 
    10 CO4 

Ans.    



2. Jurisdiction is the practical authority granted to a formally constituted legal body or to 

a political leader to deal with and make pronouncements on legal matters and, by 

implication, to administer justice within a defined area of responsibility.  

Comment specifically mentioning the rules of deciding jurisdiction according to 

Indian legislation. 

20 CO2 

Ans.    

3. The Supreme Court of India has laid down certain guidelines for foreign adoption in 

an attempt to safeguard the interests of the children in L.K. Advani case, stating the 

same critically analyse the legal framework for inter country adoptions in India. 
20 CO3 

Ans.    

4. “We cannot go to State A or country A and apply the Law of State B or country B 

there. That can only be possible if the laws tally on the same subject. Where the law 

of State B differs from that of State A or country A, we must confine ourselves to the 

law of country A, or we go back to country B. Comment on the statement describing 

the relevant theory. 

20 CO 3 

Ans.    

5. The Brussels Regulation provides general rules with respect to jurisdiction. The basic 

principle is that the courts of the EU Member State in which the defendant is domiciled 

will have jurisdiction to hear the dispute, regardless of the defendant's nationality. 

Comment on the application of Brussels Regulation I with special reference to 

Jurisdiction by appearance and Insurance, consumer and employment contracts. 

20 CO2 

Ans.    
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